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Figure 1: In HapTurk, we access large-scale feedback on informational effectiveness of high-fidelity vibrations after translating
them into proxies of various modalities, rendering important characteristics in a crowdsource-friendly way.

ABSTRACT
Vibrotactile (VT) display is becoming a standard component
of informative user experience, where notifications and feed-
back must convey information eyes-free. However, effective
design is hindered by incomplete understanding of relevant
perceptual qualities. To access evaluation streamlining now
common in visual design, we introduce proxy modalities as
a way to crowdsource VT sensations by reliably communi-
cating high-level features through a crowd-accessible chan-
nel. We investigate two proxy modalities to represent a high-
fidelity tactor: a new VT visualization, and low-fidelity vi-
bratory translations playable on commodity smartphones. We
translated 10 high-fidelity vibrations into both modalities, and
in two user studies found that both proxy modalities can com-
municate affective features, and are consistent when deployed
remotely over Mechanical Turk. We analyze fit of features to
modalities, and suggest future improvements.
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INTRODUCTION
In modern handheld and wearable devices, vibrotactile (VT)
feedback can provide unintrusive, potentially meaningful
cues through wearables in on-the-go contexts [8]. With con-
sumer wearables like Pebble and the Apple Watch featuring
high-fidelity actuators, VT feedback is becoming standard in
more user tools. Today, VT designers seek to provide sen-
sations with various perceptual and emotional connotations
to support the growing use cases for VT feedback (every-
day apps, games, etc.). Although low-level design guidelines
exist and are helpful for addressing perceptual requirements
[5,6,22,32,47], higher-level concerns and design approaches
to increase their usability and information capacity (e.g., a
user’s desired affective response, or affective or metaphorical
interpretation) have only recently received study and are far
from solved [4, 25, 26, 35, 36, 42]. Tactile design thus relies
heavily on iteration and user feedback [40]. Despite its im-
portance [42, 43], collecting user feedback on perceptual and
emotional (i.e., affective) properties of tactile sensations in
small-scale lab studies is undermined by noise due to individ-
ual differences (IDs).

In other design domains, crowdsourcing enables collecting
feedback at scale. Researchers and designers use platforms
like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (www.mturk.com) to de-
ploy user studies with large samples, receiving extremely
rapid feedback in, e.g., creative text production [45], graphic
design [49] and sonic imitations [9].

The problem with crowdsourcing tactile feedback is that the
“crowd” can’t feel the stimuli. Even when consumer devices
have tactors, output quality and intensity is unpredictable and
uncontrollable. Sending each user a device is impractical.
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What we need are crowd-friendly proxies for test stimuli.
Here, we define a proxy vibration as a sensation that com-
municates key characteristics of a source stimulus within a
bounded error; a proxy modality is the perceptual channel
and representation employed. In the new evaluation process
thus enabled, the designer translates a sensation of interest
into a proxy modality, receives rapid feedback from a crowd-
sourcing platform, then interprets that feedback using known
error bounds. In this way, designers can receive high-volume,
rapid feedback to use in tandem with costly in-lab studies,
for example, to guide initial designs or to generalize findings
from smaller studies with a larger sample.

To this end, we must first establish feasibility of this ap-
proach, with specific goals: (G1) Do proxy modalities work?
Can they effectively communicate both physical VT prop-
erties (e.g., duration), and high-level affective properties
(roughness, pleasantness)? (G2) Can proxies be deployed
remotely? (G3) What modalities work, and (G4) what ob-
stacles must be overcome to make this approach practical?

This paper describes a proof-of-concept for proxy modalities
for tactile crowdsourcing, and identifies challenges through-
out the workflow pipeline. We describe and assess two
modalities’ development, translation process, validation with
a test set translation, and MTurk deployment. Our two modal-
ities are a new technique to graphically visualize high-level
traits, and the low-fidelity actuators on users’ own commod-
ity smartphones. Our test material is a set of 10 VT stimuli
designed for a high-fidelity tactile display suitable for wear-
ables (referred to as “high fidelity vibrations”), and percep-
tually well understood as presented by that type of display
(Figure 7). We conducted two coupled studies, first validat-
ing proxy expressiveness in lab, then establishing correspon-
dence of results in remote deployment. Our contributions are:

• A way to crowdsource tactile sensations (vibration prox-
ies), with a technical proof-of-concept.
• A visualization method that communicates high-level af-

fective features more effectively than the current tactile vi-
sualization standard (vibration waveforms).
• Evidence that both proxy modalities can represent high-

level affective features, with lessons about which features
work best with which modalities.
• Evidence that our proxy modalities are consistently rated

in-lab and remotely, with initial lessons for compliance.

RELATED WORK
We cover work related to VT icons and evaluation methods
for VT effects, the current understanding of affective haptics,
and work with Mechanical Turk in other modalities.

Existing Evaluation Methods for VT Effects
The haptic community has appropriated or developed many
types of user studies to evaluate VT effects and support VT
design. These target a variety of objectives:

1) Perceptibility: Determine the perceptual threshold or Just
Noticeable Difference (JND) of VT parameters. Researchers

vary the values of a VT parameter (e.g., frequency) to deter-
mine the minimum perceptible change [31, 38].

2) Illusions: Studies investigate effects like masking or ap-
parent motion of VT sensations, useful to expand a haptic
designer’s palette [17, 23, 44].

3) Perceptual organization: Reveal the underlying dimen-
sionality of how humans perceive VT effects (which are gen-
erally different than the machine parameters used to gener-
ate the stimuli). Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) studies are
common, inviting participants compare or group vibrations
based on perceived similarity [10, 20, 37, 47, 48].

4) Encoding abstract information: Researchers examine
salient and memorable VT parameters (e.g. energy, rhythm)
as well as the number of VT icons that people can remember
and attribute to an information piece [2, 6, 10, 47].

5) Assign affect: Studies investigate the link between af-
fective characteristics of vibrations (e.g., pleasantness, ur-
gency) to their engineering parameters (e.g., frequency, wave-
form) [30, 39, 47, 50]. To achieve this, VT researchers com-
monly design or collect a set of vibrations and ask participants
to rate them on a set of qualitative metrics.

6) Identify language: Participants describe or annotate tactile
stimuli in natural language [10, 16, 21, 35, 43, 47].

7) Use case support: Case studies focus on conveying infor-
mation with VT icons such as collaboration [10], public tran-
sit [8] and direction [4, 8], or timing of a presentation [46].
In other cases, VT effects are designed for user engagement,
for example in games and movies, multimodal storytelling, or
art installations [25, 51]. Here, the designers use iterative de-
sign and user feedback (qualitative and quantitative with user
rating) to refine and ensure effective design.

All of the above studies would benefit from the large num-
ber of participants and fast data collection on MTurk. In this
paper, we chose our methodology so that the results are infor-
mative for a broad range of these studies.

Affective Haptics
VT designers have the challenge of creating perceptually
salient icon sets that convey meaningful content. A full range
of expressiveness means manipulating not only a vibration’s
physical characteristics but also its perceptual and emotional
properties, and collecting feedback on this. Here, we refer to
all these properties as affective characteristics.

Some foundations for affective VT design are in place. Stud-
ies on tactile language and affect are establishing a set of per-
ceptual metrics [35, 43]. Guest et al. collated a large list of
emotion and sensation words describing tactile stimuli; then,
based on multidimensional scaling of similarity ratings, pro-
posed comfort or pleasantness and arousal as key dimensions
for tactile emotion words, and rough/smooth, cold/warm, and
wet/dry for sensation [35]. Even so, there is not yet agree-
ment on an affective tactile design language [26].

Recently, Seifi et al. compiled research on tactile language
into five taxonomies for describing vibrations [43]. 1) Phys-
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ical properties that can be measured: e.g., duration, en-
ergy, tempo or speed, rhythm structure; 2) sensory prop-
erties: roughness, and sensory words from Guest et al.’s
touch dictionary [16]; 3) emotional interpretations: pleas-
antness, arousal (urgency), dictionary emotion words [16]; 4)
metaphors provide familiar examples resembling the vibra-
tion’s feel: heartbeat, insects; 5) usage examples describe
events which a vibration fits: an incoming message or alarm.

To evaluate our vibration proxies, we derived six metrics from
these taxonomies to capture vibrations’ physical, sensory and
emotional aspects: 1) duration, 2) energy, 3) speed, 4) rough-
ness, 5) pleasantness, and 6) urgency.

Mechanical Turk (MTurk)
MTurk is a platform for receiving feedback from a large num-
ber of users, in a short time at a low cost [18, 29]. These
large, fast, cheap samples have proved useful for many cases
including running perceptual studies [18], developing tax-
onomies [11], feedback on text [45], graphic design [49], and
sonic imitations [9].

Crowdsourced studies have drawbacks. The remote, asyn-
chronous study environment is not controlled; compared to
a quiet lab, participants may be subjected to unknown in-
terruptions, and may spend less time on task with more re-
sponse variability [29]. MTurk is not suitable for getting
rich, qualitative feedback or following up on performance or
strategy [33]. Best practices – e.g., simplifying tasks to be
confined to a singular activity, or using instructions comple-
mented with example responses – are used to reduce task am-
biguity and improve response quality [3]. Some participants
try to exploit the service for personal profit, exhibiting low
task engagement [12], and must be pre- or post-screened.

Studies have examined MTurk result validity in other do-
mains. Most relevantly, Heer et al. [18] validated MTurk data
for graphical perception experiments (spatial encoding and
luminance contrast) by replicating previous perceptual stud-
ies on MTurk. Similarly, we compare results of our local user
study with an MTurk study to assess viability of running VT
studies on MTurk, and collect and examine phone properties
in our MTurk deployment.

Need for HapTurk: Our present goal is to give the haptic de-
sign community access to crowdsourced evaluation so we can
establish modality-specific methodological tradeoffs. There
is ample need for huge-sample haptic evaluation. User ex-
perience of transmitted sensations must be robust to receiv-
ing device diversity. Techniques to broadcast haptic effects
to video [28, 34], e.g., with YouTube [1] or MPEG7 [13, 14]
now require known high-fidelity devices because of remote
device uncertainty; the same applies to social protocols de-
veloped for remote use of high-quality vibrations, e.g. in
collaborative turn taking [10]. Elsewhere, studies of VT use
in consumer devices need larger samples: e.g., perceivabil-
ity [27], encoding of caller parameters [7], including caller
emotion and physical presence collected from pressure on an-
other handset [19], and usability of expressive, customizable
VT icons in social messaging [24]. To our knowledge, this is
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(a) VibViz interface [43] (b) C2 tactor

Figure 2: Source of high-fidelity vibrations and perceptual
rating scales.

Figure 3: VISDIR Visualization, based on VibViz

the first attempt to run a haptic study on a crowdsource site
and characterize its feasibility and challenges for haptics.

SOURCING REFERENCE VIBRATIONS AND QUALITIES
We required a set of exemplar source vibrations on which
to base our proxy modalities. This set needed to 1) vary in
physical, perceptual, and emotional characteristics, 2) repre-
sent the variation in a larger source library, and 3) be small
enough for experimental feasibility.

High-fidelity reference library
We chose 10 vibrations from a large, freely available li-
brary of 120 vibrations (VibViz, [43]), browsable through
five descriptive taxonomies, and ratings of taxonomic prop-
erties. Vibrations were designed for an Engineering Acous-
tics C2 tactor, a high-fidelity, wearable-suitable voice coil,
commonly used in haptic research [43]. We employed Vib-
Viz’s filtering tools to sample, ensuring variety and coverage
by selecting vibrations at high and low ends of energy / du-
ration dimensions, and filtering by ratings of temporal struc-
ture/rhythm, roughness, pleasantness, and urgency. To reduce
bias, two researchers independently and iteratively selected a
set of 10 items each, which were then merged.

Because VibViz was designed for a C2 tactor, we used a hand-
held C2 in the present study (Figure 2b).

Affective properties and rating scales
To evaluate our proxies, we adapted six rating scales from the
tactile literature and new studies. Seifi et al. [43] proposed
five taxonomies for describing vibrations including physical,
sensory, emotional, metaphors, and use examples. Three tax-
onomies comprise quantitative metrics and adjectives; two
use descriptive words.

We chose six quantitative metrics from [43] that capture
important affective (physical, perceptual, and emotional)
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VT qualities: 1) duration [low-high], 2) energy [low-high],
3) speed [slow-fast], 4) roughness [smooth-rough], 5) ur-
gency [relaxed-alarming], and 6) pleasantness [unpleasant-
pleasant]. A large scale (0-100) allowed us to treat the rat-
ings as continuous variables. To keep trials quick and MTurk-
suitable, we did not request open-ended responses or tagging.

PROXY CHOICE AND DESIGN
The proxies’ purpose was to capture high-level traits of
source signals. We investigated two proxy channels and ap-
proaches, to efficiently establish viability and search for tri-
angulated perspectives on what will work. The most obvious
starting points are to 1) visually augment the current standard
of a direct trace of amplitude = f (time), and 2) reconstruct
vibrations for common-denominator, low-fidelity actuators.

We considered other possibilities (e.g., auditory stimuli, for
which MTurk has been used [9], or animations). However,
our selected modalities balance a) directness of translation
(low fidelity could not be excluded); b) signal control (hard
to ensure consistent audio quality/volume/ambient masking);
and c) development progression (visualization underlies an-
imation, and is simpler to design, implement, display). We
avoided multisensory combinations at this early stage for
clarity of results. Once the key modalities are tested, com-
binations can be investigated in future work.

“REF” denotes high-fidelity source renderings (C2 tactor).

1) Visual proxies: Norms in published works (e.g. [10]) di-
rected [43] to confirm that users rely on graphical f (time)
plots to skim and choose from large libraries. We tested the
direct plot, VISDIR, as the status-quo representation.

However, these unmodified time-series emphasize or mask
traits differently than felt vibrations, in particular for higher-
level or “meta” responses. We considered many other means
of visualizing vibration characteristics, pruned candidates and
refined design via piloting to produce a new scheme which
explicitly emphasizes affective features, VISEMPH.

2) Low-fidelity vibration proxy: Commodity device (e.g.
smartphone) actuators usually have low output capability
compared to the C2, in terms of frequency response, loudness
range, distortion and parameter independence. Encouraged
by expressive rendering of VT sensations with commodity ac-
tuation (from early constraints [10] to deliberate design-for-
lofi [24]), we altered stimuli to convey high-level parameters
under these conditions, hereafter referred to as LOFIVIB.

Translation: Below, we detail first-pass proxy development.
In this feasibility stage, we translated proxy vibrations man-
ually and iteratively, as we sought generalizable mappings of
the parametric vibration definition to the perceptual quality
we wished to highlight in the proxy. We frequently relied
on a cycle of user feedback, e.g., to establish the perceived
roughness of the original stimuli and proxy candidate.

Automatic translation is an exciting goal. Without it, Hap-
Turk is still useful for gathering large samples; but automa-
tion will enable a very rapid create-test cycle. It should be
attainable, bootstrapped by the up-scaling of crowdsourcing

itself. With a basic process in place, we can use MTurk stud-
ies to identify these mappings relatively quickly.

Visualization Design (VISDIR and VISEMPH)
VISDIR was based on the original waveform visualization used
in VibViz (Figure 3). In Matlab, vibration frequency and en-
velope were encoded to highlight its pattern over time. Since
VISDIR patterns were detailed, technical and often inscrutable
for users without an engineering background, we also devel-
oped a more interpretive visual representation, VISEMPH; and
included VISDIR as a status-quo baseline.

We took many approaches to depicting vibration high-level
properties, with visual elements such as line thickness, shape,
texture and colour (Figure 4). We first focused on line sharp-
ness, colour intensity, length and texture: graphical waveform
smoothness and roughness were mapped to perceived rough-
ness; colour intensity highlighted perceived energy. Duration
mapped to length of the graphic, while colour and texture en-
coded the original’s invoked emotion.

Four participants were informally interviewed and asked to
feel REF vibrations, describe their reactions, and compare
them to several visualization candidates. Participants differed
in their responses, and had difficulties in understanding VT
emotional characteristics from the graphic (i.e. pleasantness,
urgency), and in reading the circular patterns. We simplified
the designs, eliminating representation of emotional charac-
teristics (color, texture), while retaining more objective map-
pings for physical and sensory characteristics.

VISEMPH won an informal evaluation of final proxy candidates
(n=7), and was captured in a translation guideline (Figure 5).

Low Fidelity Vibration Design
For our second proxy modality, we translated REF vibrations
into LOFIVIB vibrations. We used a smartphone platform
for their built-in commodity-level VT displays, their ubiq-
uity amongst users, and low security concerns for vibration
imports to personal devices [15]. To distribute vibrations
remotely, we used HTML5 Vibration API, implemented on
Android phones running compatible web browsers (Google
Chrome or Mozilla Firefox).

As with VISEMPH, we focused on physical properties when
developing LOFIVIB(our single low-fi proxy exemplar). We
emphasized rhythm structure, an important design parameter
[47] and the only direct control parameter of the HTML5 API,
which issues vibrations using a series of on/off durations. Si-
multaneously, we manipulated perceived energy level by ad-
justing the actuator pulse train on/off ratio, up to the point
where the rhythm presentation was compromised. Shorter du-
rations represented a weak-feeling hi-fi signal, while longer
durations conveyed intensity in the original. This was most
challenging for dynamic intensities or frequencies, such as
increasing or decreasing ramps, and long, low-intensity sen-
sations. Here we used a duty-cycle inspired technique, similar
to [24], illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 4: Visualization design process. Iterative development and piloting results in the VISEMPH visualization pattern.

Figure 5: Final VISEMPH visualization guide, used by researchers to create VISEMPH proxy vibrations and provided to participants
during VISEMPH study conditions.

Figure 6: Example of LOFIVIB proxy design. Pulse duration
was hand-tuned to represent length and intensity, using duty
cycle to express dynamics such as ramps and oscillations.

To mitigate the effect of different actuators found in smart-
phones, we limited our investigation to Android OS. While
this restricted our participant pool, there was nevertheless
no difficulty in quickly collecting data for either study. We
designed for two phones representing the largest classes of
smartphone actuators: Samsung Galaxy Nexus, which con-
tains a coin-style actuator, and a Sony Xperia Z3 Compact,
which uses a pager motor resulting in more subdued, smooth
sensations. Though perceptually different, control of both ac-
tuator styles are limited to on/off durations. As with VISEMPH,
we developed LOFIVIB vibrations iteratively, first with team
feedback, then informal interviews (n=6).

STUDY 1: IN-LAB PROXY VIBRATION VALIDATION (G1)
We obtained user ratings for the hi-fi source vibrations
REFand three proxies (VISDIR, VISEMPH, and LOFIVIB). An
in-lab format avoided confounds and unknowns due to re-
mote MTurk deployment, addressed in Study 2. Study 1 had
two versions: in one, participants rated visual proxies VISDIR
and VISEMPH next to REF; and in the other, LOFIVIB next
to REF. REFVIS and REFLOFIVIB denote these two references,
each compared with its respective proxy(ies) and thus with
its own data. In each substudy, participants rated each REF
vibration on 6 scales [0-100] in a computer survey, and again
for the proxies. Participants in the visual substudy did this for
both VISDIR and VISEMPH, then indicated preference for one.
Participants in the lo-fi study completed the LOFIVIB survey
on a phone, which also played vibrations using Javascript and
HTML5; other survey elements employed a laptop. 40 partic-
ipants aged 18-50 were recruited via university undergraduate
mailing lists. 20 (8F) participated in the visual substudy, and
a different 20 (10F) in the low-fi vibration substudy.

Reference and proxies were presented in different random
orders. Pilots confirmed that participants did not notice
proxy/target linkages, and thus were unlikely to consciously
match their ratings between pair elements. REF/proxy pre-
sentation order was counterbalanced, as was VISDIR/VISEMPH.

Comparison Metric: Equivalence Threshold
To assess whether a proxy modalities were rated similarly to
their targets, we employed equivalence testing, which tests
the hypothesis that sample means are within a threshold �,
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Figure 7: Vibrations visualized as both VISDIR (left of each pair) and VISEMPH.

against the null of being outside it [41]. This tests if two
samples are equivalent with a known error bound; it corre-
sponds to creating confidence intervals of means, and exam-
ining whether they lie entirely within the range (��, �).
We first computed least-squares means for the 6 rating scales
for each proxy modality and vibration. 95% confidence in-
tervals (CI) for REF rating means ranged from 14.23 points
(Duration ratings) to 20.33 (Speed). Because estimates of
the REF “gold standard” mean could not be more precise
than these bounds, we set equivalence thresholds for each
rating equal to CI width. For example, given the CI for
Duration of 14.23, we considered proxy Duration ratings
equivalent if the CI for a difference fell completely in the
range (�14.23, 14.23). With pooled standard error, this cor-
responded to the case where two CIs overlap by more than
50%. We also report when a difference was detected, through
typical hypothesis testing (i.e., where CIs do not overlap).

Thus, each rating set pair could be equivalent, uncertain, or
different. Figure 9 offers insight into how these levels are
reflected in the data given the high rating variance. This ap-
proach gives a useful error bound, quantifying the precision
tradeoff in using vibration proxies to crowdsource feedback.

Proxy Validation (Study 1) Results and Discussion

Overview of Results
Study 1 results appear graphically in Figure 8. To interpret
this plot, look for (1) equivalence indicated by bar color, and

CI size by bar height (dark green/small are good); (2) rat-
ing richness: how much spread, vibration to vibration, within
a cell indicates how well that parameter captures the differ-
ences users perceived; (3) modality consistency: the degree
to which the bars’ up/down pattern translates vertically across
rows. When similar (and not flat), the proxy translations are
being interpreted by users in the same way, providing another
level of validation. We structure our discussion around how
the three modalities represent the different rating scales. We
refer to the number of equivalents and differents in a given
cell as [x:z], with y = number of uncertains, and x+y+z = 10.

Duration and Pleasantness were translatable
Duration was comparably translatable for LOFIVIB [5:1] and
VISEMPH [6:1]; VISDIR was less consistent [7:3] (two differ-
ences very large). Between the three modalities, 9/10 vibra-
tions achieved equivalence with at least one modality. For
Duration, this is unsurprising. It is a physical property that
is controllable through the Android vibration API, and both
visualization methods explicitly present Duration as their x-
axis. This information was apparently not lost in translation.

More surprisingly, Pleasantness fared only slightly worse for
LOFIVIB [4:2] and VISEMPH [4:1]; 8 / 10 vibrations had at
least one modality that provided equivalence. Pleasantness is
a higher-level affective feature than Duration. Although not
an absolute victory, this result gives evidence that, with im-
provement, crowdsourcing may be a viable method of feed-
back for at least one affective parameter.
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Figure 9: Rating distributions from Study 1, using V6 Energy
as an example. These violin plots illustrate 1) the large vari-
ance in participant ratings, and 2) how equivalence thresholds
reflect the data. When equivalent, proxy ratings are visibly
similar to REF. When uncertain, ratings follow a distribution
with unclear differences. When different, there is a clear shift.

Speed and Urgency translated better with LOFIVIB
LOFIVIB was effective at representing Urgency [6:2];
VISEMPH attained only [4:5], and VISDIR [3:5]. Speed was
less translatable. LOFIVIB did best at [4:2]; VISDIR reached
only [1:6], and VISEMPH [3:5]. However, the modalities again
complemented each other. Of the three, 9/10 vibrations were
equivalent at least once for Urgency (V8 was not). Speed had
less coverage: 6/10 had equivalencies (V3,4,6,10 did not).

Roughness had mixed results; best with VISEMPH

Roughness ratings varied heavily by vibration. 7 vibrations
had at least one equivalence (V2,4,10 did not). All modalities
had 4 equivalencies each: VISEMPH [4:3], VISDIR [4:4], and
LOFIVIB [4:5].

Energy was most challenging
Like Roughness, 7 vibrations had at least one equivalence be-
tween modalities (V1,4,10 did not). LOFIVIB [4:5] did best
with Energy; VISEMPH and VISDIR struggled at [1:8].

Emphasized visualization outperformed direct plot
Though it depended on the vibration, VISEMPH outperformed
VISDIR for most metrics, having the same or better equiva-
lencies/differences for Speed, Energy, Roughness, Urgency,
and Pleasantness. Duration was the only mixed result, as
VISDIR had both more equivalencies and more differences
[7:3] versus [6:1] In addition, 16/20 participants (80%) pre-
ferred VISEMPH to VISDIR. Although not always clear-cut,
these comparisons overall indicate that our VISEMPH visual-
ization method communicated these affective qualities more
effectively than the status quo. This supports our approach to
emphasized visualization, and motivates the future pursuit of
other visualizations.

V4,V10 difficult, V9 easy to translate
While most vibrations had at least one equivalency for 5 rat-
ing scales, V4 and V10 only had 3. V4 and V10 had no
equivalences at all for Speed, Roughness, and Energy, mak-
ing them some of the most difficult vibrations to translate.
V4’s visualization had very straight lines, perhaps downplay-
ing its texture. V10 was by far the longest vibration, at 13.5s
(next longest was V8 with 4.4s). Its length may have similarly
masked textural features.
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V8 was not found to be equivalent for Urgency and Pleas-
antness. V8 is an extremely irregular vibration, with a var-
ied rhythm and amplitude, and the second longest. This may
have made it difficult to glean more intentional qualities like
Urgency and Pleasantness. However, it was only found to
be different for VISDIR/Urgency, so we cannot conclude that
significant biases exist.

By contrast, V9 was the only vibration that had an equiva-
lency for every rating scale, and in fact could be represented
across all ratings with LOFIVIB. V9 was a set of distinct
pulses, with no dynamic ramps; it thus may have been well
suited to translation to LOFIVIB.

Summary
In general, these results indicate promise, but also need im-
provement and combination of proxy modalities. Unsurpris-
ingly, participant ratings varied, reducing confidence and in-
creasing the width of confidence intervals (indeed, this is par-
tial motivation to access larger samples). Even so, both dif-
ferences and equivalencies were found in every rating/proxy
modality pairing. Most vibrations were equivalent with at
least one modality, suggesting that we might pick an appro-
priate proxy modality depending on the vibration; we dis-
cuss the idea of triangulation in more detail later. Duration
and Pleasantness were fairly well represented, Urgency and
Speed were captured best by LOFIVIB, and Roughness was
mixed. Energy was particularly difficult to represent with
these modalities. We also find that results varied depending
on vibration, meaning that more analysis into what makes vi-
brations easier or more difficult to represent could be helpful.

Though we were able to represent several features using
proxy modalities within a bounded error rate, this alone does
not mean they are crowdsource-friendly. All results from
Study 1 were gathered in-lab, a more controlled environment
than over MTurk. We thus ran a second study to validate our
proxy modality ratings when deployed remotely.

STUDY 2: DEPLOYMENT VALIDATION WITH MTURK (G2)
To determine whether rating of a proxy is similar when gath-
ered locally or remotely, we deployed the same computer-run
proxy modality surveys on MTurk. We wanted to discover the
challenges all through the pipeline for running a VT study on
MTurk, including larger variations in phone actuators and ex-
perimental conditions (G4). We purposefully did not iterate
on our proxy vibrations or survey, despite identifying many
ways to improve them, to avoid creating a confound in com-
paring results of the two studies.

The visualization proxies were run as a single MTurk Hu-
man Intelligence Task (HIT), counterbalanced for order; the
LOFIVIB survey was deployed as its own HIT. Each HIT was
estimated at 30m, for which participants received $2.25 USD.
In comparison, Study 1 participants were estimated to take 1
hour and received $10 CAD. We anticipated a discrepancy in
average task time due to a lack of direct supervision for the
MTurk participants, and expected this to lead to less accurate
participant responses, prompting the lower payrate. On av-
erage, it took 7m for participants to complete the HIT while
local study participants took 30m.

We initially accepted participants of any HIT approval rate to
maximize recruitment in a short timeframe. Participants were
post-screened to prevent participation in both studies. 49 par-
ticipants were recruited. No post-screening was used for the
visual sub-study. For the LOFIVIB proxy survey, we post-
screened to verify device used [33]. We asked participants (a)
confirm their study completion with an Android device via a
survey question (b) detected actual device via FluidSurvey’s
OS-check feature, and (c) rejected inconsistent samples (eg.
9 used non-Android platforms for LOFIVIB). Of the included
data, 20 participants participated each in the visual proxy con-
dition (6F) and the LOFIVIB condition (9F).

For both studies, Study 1’s data was used as a “gold standard”
that served as a baseline comparison with the more reliable
local participant ratings [3]. We compared the remote proxy
results (from MTurk) to the REF results gathered in Study 1,
using the same analysis methods.

Results
Study 2 results appear in Figure 10, which compares remotely
collected ratings with locally collected ratings for the respec-
tive reference (the same reference as for Figure 8). It can be
read the same way, but adds information. Based an analysis
of a different comparison, a red star indicates a statistically
significant difference between remote proxy ratings and cor-
responding local proxy ratings. This analysis revealed that
ratings for the same proxy gathered remotely and locally dis-
agreed 21 times (stars) out of 180 rating/modality/vibration
combination; i.e., relatively infrequently.

Overall, we found similar results and patterns in Study 2 as
for Study 1. The two figures show similar up/down rating
patterns; the occasional exceptions correspond to red-starred
items. Specific results varied, possibly due to statistical noise
and rating variance. We draw similar conclusions: that proxy
modalities can still be viable when deployed on MTurk, but
require further development to be reliable in some cases.

DISCUSSION
Here we discuss high level implications from our findings and
relate them to our study goals (G1-G4 in Introduction).

Proxy modalities are viable for crowdsourcing
(G1,G2:feasibility)
Our studies showed that proxy modalities can represent af-
fective qualities of vibrations within reasonably chosen er-
ror bounds, depending on the vibration. These results largely
translate to deployment on MTurk. Together, these two steps
indicate that proxy modalities are be a viable approach to
crowdsourcing VT sensations, and can reach a usable state
with a bounded design iteration (as outlined in the follow-
ing sections). This evidence also suggests that we may be
able to deploy directly to MTurk for future validation. Our
two-step validation was important as a first look at whether
ratings shift dramatically; and we saw no indications of bias
or overall shift between locally running proxy modalities and
remotely deploying them.
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Triangulation (G3:promising directions/proxies)
Most vibrations received equivalent ratings for most scales in
at least one proxy modality. Using proxy modalities in tan-
dem might help improve response accuracy. For example, V6
could be rendered with LOFIVIB for a pleasantness rating,
then as VISEMPH for Urgency. Alternatively, we might de-
velop an improved proxy vibration by combining modalities
- a visualization with an accompanying low-fidelity vibration.

Animate visualizations (G3:promising directions)
Speed and Urgency were not as effectively transmitted with
our visualizations as with our vibration. Nor was Duration
well portrayed with VISDIR, which had a shorter time axis
than the exaggerated VISEMPH. It may be more difficult for vi-
sual representations to portray time effectively: perhaps it is
hard for users to distinguish Speed/Urgency, or the time axis
is not at an effective granularity. Animations (e.g., adding a
moving line to help indicate speed and urgency), might help
to decouple these features. As with triangulation, this might
also be accomplished through multimodal proxies which aug-
ment a visualization with a time-varying sense using sounds
or vibration. Note, however, that Duration was more accu-
rately portrayed by VISEMPH, suggesting that direct represen-
tation of physical features can be translated.

Sound could represent Energy (G3:promising directions)
Our high-fidelity reference is a voice-coil actuator, also used
in audio applications. Indeed, in initial pilots we played vi-
bration sound files through speakers. Sound is the closest to
vibration in the literature, and a vibration signal’s sound out-
put is correlated with the vibration energy and sensation.

However, in our pilots, sometimes the vibration sound did
not match the sensation; was not audible (low frequency vi-

brations); or the C2 could only play part of the sound (i.e, the
sound was louder than the sensation).

Thus, while the raw sound files are not directly translatable,
a sound proxy definitely has potential. It could, for example,
supplement where the VISDIR waveform failed to perform
well on any metric (aside from Duration) but a more expres-
sive visual proxy (VISEMPH) performed better.

Device dependency and need for Energy model for Vibra-
tions (G4:challenges)
Energy did not translate well. This could be a linguistic con-
fusion, but also a failure to translate this feature. For the vi-
sualization proxies, it may be a matter of finding the right
representation, which we continue to work on.

However, with LOFIVIB, this represents a more fundamental
tradeoff due to characteristics of phone actuators, which have
less control over energy output than we do with a dedicated
and more powerful C2 tactor. The highest vibration energy
available in phones is lower than for the C2; this additional
power obviously extends expressive range. Furthermore, vi-
bration energy and time are coupled in phone actuators: the
less time the actuator is on, the lower the vibration energy.
As a result, it is difficult to have a very short pulses with
very high energy (V1,V3,V8). The C2’s voice coil technol-
ogy does not have this duty-cycle derived coupling. Finally,
the granularity of the energy dimension is coarser for phone
actuators. This results in a tradeoff for designing (for exam-
ple) a ramp sensation: if you aim for accurate timing, the
resulting vibration would have a lower energy (V10). If you
match the energy, the vibration will be longer.

Knowing these tradeoffs, designers and researchers can adjust
their designs to obtain more accurate results on their intended
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metric. Perhaps multiple LOFIVIB translations can be de-
veloped which maintain different qualities (one optimized on
timing and rhythm, the other on energy). In both these cases,
accurate models for rendering these features will be essential.

VT affective ratings are generally noisy (G4:challenges)
Taken as a group, participants were not highly consis-
tent among one another when rating these affective studies,
whether local or remote. This is in line with previous work
[43], and highlights a need to further develop rating scales
for affective touch. Larger sample sizes, perhaps gathered
through crowdsourcing, may help reduce or characterize this
error. Alternatively, it gives support to the need to develop
mechanisms for individual customization. If there are “types”
of users who do share preferences and interpretations, crowd-
sourcing can help with this as well.

Response & data quality for MTurk LOFIVIB vibrations
(G4:challenges)
When deploying vibrations over MTurk, 8/29 participants
(approximately 31%) completed the survey using non-
Android based OSes (Mac OS X, Windows 7,8.1, NT) despite
these requirements being listed in the HIT and the survey.
One participant reported not being able to feel the vibrations
despite using an Android phone. This suggests that enforc-
ing a remote survey to be taken on the phone is challenging,
and that additional screens are needed to identify participants
not on a particular platform. Future work might investigate
additional diagnostic tools to ensure that vibrations are be-
ing generated, through programmatic screening of platforms,
well-worded questions and instructions, and (possibly) ways
of detecting vibrations actually being played, perhaps through
the microphone or accelerometer).

Automatic translation (G4:challenges)
Our proxy vibrations were developed by hand, to focus on the
feasibility of crowdsourcing. However, this additional effort
poses a barrier for designers that might negate the benefits of
using a platform of MTurk. As this approach becomes bet-
ter defined, we anticipate automatic translation heuristics for
proxy vibrations using validated algorithms. Although these
might be challenging to develop for emotional features, phys-
ical properties like amplitude, frequency, or measures of en-
ergy and roughness would be a suitable first step. Indeed,
crowdsourcing itself could be used to create these algorithms,
as several candidates could be developed, their proxy vibra-
tions deployed on MTurk, and the most promising algorithms
later validated in lab.

Limitations
A potential confound was introduced by VISEMPH having a
longer time axis than VISDIR: some of VISEMPH’s improve-
ments could be due to seeing temporal features in higher res-
olution. This is exacerbated by V10 being notably longer than
the next longest vibration, V8 (13.5s vs. 4.4s), further reduc-
ing temporal resolution vibrations other than V10.

We presented ratings to participants by-vibration rather than
by-rating. Because participants generated all ratings for a sin-
gle vibration at the same time, it is possible there are corre-
lations between the different metrics. We chose this arrange-
ment because piloting suggested it was less cognitively de-
manding than presenting metrics separately for each vibra-
tion. Future work can help decide whether correlations exist
between metrics, and whether these are an artifact of stimulus
presentation or an underlying aspect of the touch aesthetic.

Despite MTurk’s ability to recruit more participants, we used
the same sample size of 40 across both studies. While our
proxies seemed viable for remote deployment, there were
many unknown factors in MTurk user behaviour at the time
of deployment. We could not justify more effort without ex-
periencing these factors firsthand. Thus, we decided to use
a minimal sample size for the MTurk study that was statis-
tically comparable to the local studies. In order to justify a
larger remote sample size in the future, we believe it is best to
iterate the rating scales and to test different sets of candidate
modalities.

As discussed, we investigated two proxy modalities in this
first examination but look forward to examining others
(sound, text, or video) alone or in combination.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we crowdsourced high-level parameter feed-
back on VT sensations using a new method of proxy vibra-
tions. We translated our initial set of high-fidelity vibrations,
suitable for wearables or other haptic interactions, into two
proxy modalities: a new VT visualization method, and low-
fidelity vibrations on phones.

We established the most high-risk aspects of VT proxies,
namely feasibility in conveying affective properties, and con-
sistent local and remote deployment with two user studies.
Finally, we highlighted promising directions and challenges
of VT proxies, to guide future tactile crowdsourcing devel-
opments, targeted to empower VT designers with the benefits
crowdsourcing brings.
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